Abstract. In this paper we will classify all the minimal bilinear algorithms for computing the
Introduction
In this paper we will classify all the minimal bilinear (noncommutative) algorithms for computing the coefficients of the product of two polynomials modulo a third one. First we need to establish a precise framework. Let G be a field, G[u] be the polynomial ring in u over the field G, {x,, x,, . . . ,x,_,} and {y,, y,, . . . , y,,_,} two sets of indeterminates, and let P(u) = u" +C:zi a,~' be a manic polynomial, a, E G.
Denote by R(u) the polynomial R(u) =C?Ii xiui and by S(u) the polynomial S(u) = 1::; y,u' whose coefficients are indeterminates, and by Tp the set of the coefficients of the polynomial C:Ii (cl+' = R( u)S(u) mod P(u) where {I+&, (CI, , . . . , +n_l} c G(x,, x, , . . , x,,_, , yo, . . . , y,_,).
The multiplicative complexity of the system of bilinear forms Tp was studied in [2, 8] . It was shown that the minimum number of nonscalar multiplications needed to compute Tp is 2n -1. In [l] Winograd classified all the minimal (2n -1 multiplications) bilinear algorithms for computing the coefficients Tp where P(u) is irreducible (over G), deg P(u) = n. There it was proved that up to some equivalence every minimal bilinear algorithm for computing Tp is done by first computing the coefficients of R(u) S(u) and then reducing them modulo P(U). Furthermore, in [l] Winograd proved that every minimal algorithm for computing Tp in an algebraic extension field of degree 2 is necessarily bilinear. Recently, in [9, lo] , Feig showed that all the minimal algorithms for computing Tp, P(u) irreducible (over G), are bilinear and thus computed by the above procedure. Hence, the case of computing Tp in an algebraic extension field is classified completely.
In this paper we are interested in classification of all the minimal bilinear algorithms for computing TpcuJ where P(u) = Q(u)' = u~+C~:: aiui is a manic polynomial, ai E G and Q(u) is irreducible (over G) deg Q(u) =j, (jl = n) and I> 1. The motivation for studying this problem is threefold: (1) To close a gap of Winograd's paper [l] . There Winograd classifies all the minimal bilinear algorithms for computing Tp only in algebraic extension fields, the case I= 1.
(2) To continue the flow of the general results on problems in Algebraic Complexity that were started in [ 11, 12,131 on classification of all the minimal algorithms for computing 2 x 2 matrices and that were continued in [l, 2, 3, 8, 9, lo] on the classification of all the minimal algorithms for computing
Tp.
(3) The minimal algorithms for computing T,, where P(U) is irreducible (over G) are the basis for an algorithm for computing cyclic convolution, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and Digital Filters [3, 5, 61 . In order to understand how the minimal algorithms for computing the cyclic convolution and the DFT, which are based on computing Tp where P(U) is irreducible (over G), is related to the problem of computing Tp where P(U) = Q(U)' (l> l),
we will now bring some more background facts.
Fuct 1: The case of simultaneously computing the set Tp, u Tp2 u . . . u TpL was solved in [2] . If P, = Q(u)", i = 1,. . . , k, are distinct irreducible polynomials (over G) and for i = 1, . . . , k the coefficients of the R,'s and S,'s are distinct indeterminates, then the minimum number of multiplications needed to compute Tp, u Tp2 u . . . u TpI is IF=, (2 deg(P,) -1). Moreover, every algorithm which uses the minimum number of multiplications necessarily computes each Tp, separately. Consequently, if P( u) = nF=, P, (u) where deg P(u) = n, P, = Q(u) ', and Q,(u), i = 1, . . . , k, are distinct irreducible polynomials (over G), then the minimum number of multiplications needed to compute Tp, u Tp2 u -. . u TpI is IF_, (2 deg(Pi) -1) = 2n -k. Moreover, as a consequence of the Chinese Remainder Theorem, every algorithm which uses the minimum number of multiplications necessarily computes each Tpt (i = 1, . . . , k) separately.
Hence, classification of all the minimal algorithms which compute the coefficients of Tp where P(u) = nF=, Pi(u), deg P(u) = n, can be reduced to classification of all the minimal algorithms which compute the Tp where P(u) = Q(u)'=u"+C::;
i . a,u IS a manic polynomial, ai E G and Q(u) is irreducible (over G), deg Q(U) =j (jl = n). for computing Tp where P(U) is irreducible polynomial (over G)) necessitate large coefficients and hence they are impractical to implement. This observation brings us back to the linkage between the problem of classifying all the minimal algorithms for computing Toc,,,~ (1> 1) and the DFT. For instance, the cyclic convolution is computed by (1::; x,u')(C~~~ y,u') mod(u" -1) where U" -1 = n,,, P,(u) and P,( ) u are the cyclotomic polynomials. By Fact 1 we can look at this problem as a direct sum computation of Tp, (,,) over algebraic extension fields and by Fact 2 such algorithms necessitate large coefficients. Since the minimal algorithms for computing TF where P(u) is irreducible (over G) is the basis for an algorithm for computing the Discrete Fourier Transform [S, 61, it will be useful to derive new algorithms which do not use large coefficients. Therefore, we will look at nonminimal algorithms in the following way. Assume that deg P(u) = 2n -1 with distinct irreducible factors, but not necessarily only linear factors. Therefore, the following identity exists: R(u)S(u) = R( u)S( u) mod P(U) (by using distinct linear factors we get the algorithms that were mentioned before). Hence, by computing the coefficients of R(u)S(u) by using the coefficients of R( u)S( u) mod P(U), there is no guarantee that the algorithm will be minimal, but because of the form of P(U) we can hope that we may reduce the large constants that the minimal algorithm generates. For example, assume
The minimal algorithm for computing the coefficients of R( u) S( u) [3] .
In this paper and in the subsequent one [14] we will show that for minimal bilinear algorithms all the algorithms that we derive are essentially (up to some equivalence) either the same or almost the same as the minimal bilinear algorithms when computation is performed in algebraic extension fields and therefore they still require large coefficients.
For I> 1 the main results are that we have to distinguish between two cases: j > 1 and j = 1. The case I> 1 and j > 1 is classified in this paper while the classification of the case I > 1 and j = 1 will be a subject of a separate paper [ 141. After deriving these results (beginning of 1984) Fellman [15] obtained similar results.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we will give some definitions and results from Algebraic Complexity Theory. In Section 3 we define the concept of equivalence relation on the class of algorithms we are about to classify. The technical lemmas of Section 4 will also be used extensively in this paper and in [14] . In that section we present some general technical results about classification of minimal bilinear algorithms for computing Toc,,,l, 1~ 1. In Section 5 we present the classification of all the minimal bilinear algorithms for computing Toc,)l, I> 1. This section is heavily based on Section 4. Finally, in Section 6 we will reexamine the algorithm of Section 5. The results of Section 5 are constructive.
We will prove that these algorithms (from Section 5) can be given a different interpretation and furthermore it will enable us to link them to previous results which are mentioned in Section 2.
Some definitions and results from Algebraic Complexity Theory
Let G be a field, and let (x) = (x,, . . . .., t,j=l,. .., m. Then we call + = A(x)y a system of bilinear forms.
Let H = G(x, , . . . , x,, Yr , . . . , ym) be the purely transcendental extension of G of degree m+ n obtained by adjoining to it m-t n distinct indeterminates Xl,...,X,,Yl,..., y, over G and let B = G u {x1, . . . , x,, y, , . . . , y,}. We will use the usual definitions for our model of computation and the concept of complexity (see . We will investigate all the algorithms for computing a system of bilinear forms by counting only multiplications or divisions (m/d) where the multiplicands do not belong to G. If A is an algorithm over B, then denote by pB(A) the number of m/d-steps that A contains.
In the following we will mention a hierarchy of classes of algorithms for computing systems of bilinear forms.
If each m/d-step of A is a multiplication of the form jJ U;Xi+ f $y, For a bilinear algorithm A (over B) we define ptr(A) to be the number of m/d-steps in A. If 1,5 = A(x)y, then the bilinear complexity of + is pB( I/J) = min, fiUR(A) where A ranges over all bilinear algorithms over B for computing I/J.
>(
We did not make a special definition for quadratic complexity analogous to our definition of the bilinear complexity because in [4] Winograd proved that given an algorithm A with p(A) m/d-steps for computing 1,9 = A(x)y, we can constructively derive from it a quadratic algorithm A of at most p(A) m/d-steps which also computes I/J = A(x)y. In particular, if A is minimal, then the quadratic algorithm A must also be minimal and therefore with the same number of m/d-steps. From [4] we will need also the column-rank theorem. From now on we will deal with a specific system of bilinear forms. Therefore, we will specialize the field H and the elements {+, , . . . , CL,} E H that are to be computed. Let F = G(x,, . . . , XI), H = F(yo, . . , ym) where xo, . . , xl, YO, . . . , Y,, u are distinct indeterminates over G.
Let R,(u) =Cl=, X,U' and &,(u) =CT=, y,u' be two polynomials with indeterminates as coefficients. R,( u)S,( U) form a system of bilinear forms which are denoted by T(u) = Cjlf_; I&'.
We aim, first, at classifying all the minimal algorithms for computing {Go,. ., +,+,,,}E H where B= Gu{x,,.
. , x,} u {yo, . . , y,}. (u) ), . . . , pk(r(u))) = (r(u) mod PI(u), . . . , r(u) mod h(u)).
For every (r,(u) 
we have
If, for instance,
where Q,(u) and Q2(u) are polynomials such that Q,(u)P,( u) + Q2( u)P2(u) = 1 mod P(u).
It was shown in [8] that at least I+ m + 1 multiplications are needed to compute the coefficients of R,(u)&, (u) .
There are two ways for computing R,(u)&(u) using 1-C m + 1 multiplications.
The first one uses the following identity:
where q E G, i = 0, . . . , m + 1, are distinct. Therefore, choose m + 1-t 1 distinct elements ayi E G. By using the CRT R,(u)S,( u) mod nT==',' (u -ai) can be obtained by computing (u) mod ny=:,' (U -ai). This is the algorithm which is described in [7] . The second way uses the identity Denote by UP be the companion matrix of P(U) (UP is the matrix which is derived from the above basis), and by A( U,) be the algebra generated by UP over G. Then, for the regular matrix representation determined by the basis where ej, j = 1, . . . , n, is the standard basis of G". Let i: G[u]/(P(u))+ G" be such
is an n x n G-companion matrix. Then i(d,d2) is the regular matrix representation.
By substituting the above into (x,+x,u+.
. .+xn_,nn-')(yO+y,u+. . .+y,_,u"-') mod Q(u)'
we have that i((x,+x,u+.
. .+xXn_,nnP')(y,,+ylu+.
. .+xn~,(UQ(.)l)n-')(yoe,+y,e2+. . .+y,-,e,).
Hence, the coefficients of (C:ii x,u')(C~~~ y;u') mod Q(U)' (i.e., the regular matrix representation 
The equivalence classes of minimal algorithms
If an algorithm A' is derived from an algorithm A by some transformation which does not use any m/d-operations, then the algorithms are related and we will identify them as belonging to the same equivalence class and thus we do not distinguish between them since they differ merely by these transformations.
We can divide these transformations into two types: In other words, we can renumber the multiplication column and then rearrange the coefficients matrix to suite this permutation. How is the computation performed in an algebraic extension field? For I = 1,
) is a field. We list here some obvious methods to compute the coefficients of R( u)S( u) mod P(u) in 2n -1 multiplications where P(u) is irreducible (over G) and deg P(u) = n. Method 1: Compute the coefficients of R(u)S(u) by using Theorem 2.4 and then reduce them modulo P(u). The second half uses no nonscalar multiplications. Method 2: Choose P,(u), P,(u), PI(u) E G[u]/( P(u)) with coefficients in G such that P,( u)Pz( u)P3( u) = 1 mod P(u). Since P(u) is irreducible, the polynomial P3( u) always exists and is unique. Compute the coefficients of R'(u) = P,( u)R( u) mod P(u) and S'(u) = Pz( u)S( u) mod P(u). This computation uses no nonscalar multiplication. Compute the coefficients of T'(u) = R'( u)S'( u) mod P(u) using an algorithm of Method 1 which takes 2n -1 multiplications.
Finally, compute the coefficients of Pi(u)T'(u) mod P(u). The last part does not use any nonscalar multiplications. This method is exactly the method which was described in Transformation 3 and is performed in an algebraic extension field.
Notation:
Denote by -aP the class of all the algorithms for computing the coefficients of (1::; _qu')(C:ii ylu') mod P(u) in any algebra isomorphic to G[u]/(P(u)).
How do we relate the computation among various algebras in 9P? Assume first tha* 1 Then P(u) = Q(u) is a manic irreducible (over G) polynomial and deg f: .., * r,$:_.. ,;'
We can view (T as an invertible linear transformation C7: L&x,, . . . ) x,_,) -+ L&X&. . . ) xA_,), where &(x0,. . . , x,-1) = {Cyzi g,x,; gj E G}. Then, for every q(u) = C:
and (T(x~, . . . , x,_~) = (so(x), . . . , a,-,(x)). Now assume 1> 1. If G is a field of characteristic 0 (which implies that Q(u)
does not have multiple roots), then we have that
(over G), and an isomorphism cr, such that V: 
Technical lemmas
The lemmas we present here are technical in nature. They yield various identities that will be used extensively in Sections 5, 6 and in [14] . Our main goal is to find, fori=l,..., 2n-l,allpossible{u,},{ti}andmij~M(i=l ,..., n,j=l,..., 2n-1) with A(x)y = Mm. If we can derive the concrete description for these items, then we can construct all the minimal bilinear algorithms for computing Toc,,~. This lengthy process is divided mainly into two parts. One which is more "crude" and is described in this section. And the second one is a refined version of the first part which is used in Sections 4, 5 and in [14] . In this section we will be deriving some identities on the bilinear systems Tot,,, 1 which is suitable for every Ia 1. Our starting point is the minimality and the bilinearity of the algorithm. We ignore the fact about the degree of Q(u). By taking the degree of Q(U) into consideration we can refine the results of this section to yield the classification theorems in Section 5 and [14] . Since this is an independent section, we summarize the notation that was presented in the previous sections.
xT, yT denote row vectors: xT= (x0,. . , x,,_,), yT= (Yo,..., y,_,).
Computing the coefficients of (C:ri x~u')(C~~~~ yIni) mod Q(U)' is the same as computing the coordinate values of x x y where x stands for multiplication and so wM # 0. Since w is arbitrary, we get that n rows of the matrix (xl Ux] . ' . 1 Unm'x) are linearly independent; therefore, rank M = n. We can assume that the first n columns of M are linearly independent.
If not, by applying Transformation 1 of Section 3 (permuting columns) we obtain an equivalent algorithm where the first n columns of M are linearly independent.
It follows that there exists a nonsingular n x n G-matrix W and an n x n -1 G-matrix LY such that M = (w-11 W_'a). 
Then,
where I is n x n unit matrix. Recall that Li(x) = u:x and M,(y) = t:y. Then,
From (5a), (5b) and (5~) we obtain the following identity:
By taking the ith row of W, wf, in (4) i=l,...,n.
Substituting (5a) into (7) using (6) Proof. From Lemma 4.2,
Taking the transpose of (9) 
. , n, as vectors in the algebra G[u]/(Q(u)').
For 1> 1 the algebra has zero divisors. Let T(U) E G[u]/(Q( u)') and denote by 6(r(u)) the dimension of the null space of the polynomial
) is invertible if and only if 6( r( u)) = 0.
G[u]/(Q( u)'
) has the following basis:
The radical of G[ u]/( Q( u)') has the following basis: Proof. Since w is a nonsingular G-matrix, its rows constitute a base for
Since each base of G[ u]/(Q(u)') contains at least j invertible elements, I? contains at least j invertible rows. 0
In order to classify all the minimal bilinear algorithms for computing x xy, we will consider the following question: How many rows of w are invertible and how is the structure of w determined by j and 1, where deg Q(u) = j, jZ = n? 
. ,O).
Proof. Since {S,, . . , S,_,} are n linearly independent n-dimensional vectors (Corollary 4.7"), there must be at least one S,, i E (0,. . . , n -l}, such that 6(S) = 0. Assume i = 0. If S, is not invertible, then we first prove that there exists a transformation T which takes the algorithm into an equivalent algorithm with S,, being invertible.
Assume that S, is invertible for some 14 i G n -1. Let 
For i = n, choose (Y and p such that
Since (~$3~' lJ& = (1, 0, . . . , O), from (4) and (5) So far we got some identities that depend on each other and were based on the notion of equivalence classes. The purpose of the following remark is to check whether applying these transformations do not destroy previous results. From now on we will assume (i) 6(*n)=o; (ii) a,,,, = . . . = ff,,,_, =l; (iii) So = (1, 0, . . . 
where x is multiplication in G[ u]/( Q( u)').

Proof. Multiply the identity of Lemma 4.7 by S,:
n--l lJ,,s, = l-&tTs, + c a&ll,+jt~+,S,, i=l,...,n;
. .
. 2 .,n-1; n-l;
Substitute i = n in (17) using Corollary 4.7" and (18) to obtain
Ku,+,=~,,xS,, 1=0 ,..., n-l.
This proves (i) of the lemma. 
Now, uj#O, i=l,..., n-1,and Wi#O, i=l,..., n-l; then from (2lb),
This proves (ii) of the lemma. Equation (22a) with ti =I;:; but,, (Corollary 4.7') yield it,, r,+1, . . . , h-J, i=l,...,n-1 are linearly independent. This proves (iv) of the lemma. a,_,,l)xwi=b~_,,,wx(~i-a,,,w,) . 0 Lemmas 4.16 and 4.16' and Corollary 4.17 below will establish some relationships among 'Y~ and "t);. The restrictions we impose now are necessary to perform computation with division in the algebra.
By using Lemma 4.12(v) (with i) dividing with W, (6(W,) =O) we obtain b$(w -
Notation: From now on we assume that w = W,_,/+V, E G[u]/(Q(u)').
Claim 4.15. Let 6(w) <in. Then w @ G and w, w2 are linearly independent.
Proof. Since W,_, and R, are linearly independent, w& G, Assume w and w2 are linearly dependent; then there exist A, ,U E G which are not both 0 such that Aw + pw2 = 0. Then w x (A + pw) = 0, hence 6( w x (A +pw)) = n. If A, w # 0 and 6(w) = 0, then
G(wx(A+~w))=6(A+~w)<n (wgG).
If A, p # 0 and 6(w)>O, then 6(A +pw) =O; therefore, 6(w x (A +pw)) = 6(w) < n.
IfA#O,~=O,then6(wx(A+~w))=~(w)<n,andifA=Oand~#O,then6(wx ((Y + pw)) = 6( w') < n. We get contradictions in all these cases, hence A = p = 0. 0 1f6(~,,)=t>0,thenat1eastn-t-1termsof{a,,,...,~~,,~,}arenotequa1to0 (Lemma 4.11). Assume ai, i = 1, . . . , n -2 are n -2 sets of all indices for which cyi, # 0, 1 E ni.
If S(Wj)=O, then {ail,..., (Yi,n_l} are not equal to 0 and fli = { 1, . . . , n -1). We will prove for one row i of the matrix (Y we can guarantee that if S( +i) = t > 0, then 18 we imposed the condition that 6(w) c$n. In all cases we will use these lemmas, either w will be invertible or 6(w) = 1, hence this constraint will never be mentioned. The following lemma will be used to show that vectors that do appear in the classification theorems (Section 6 and [14]) do not annihilate any polynomial of degree less than n modulo Q(u)' with deg Q(u)' = n. Proof. For u = w there is nothing to prove since (1, u, . . . , u"~'} are linearly independent. Assume that u # w, (1, w, . . . , wk-'}, k s n, are linearly independent and
(1, w,. . .) wk-', w"} are linearly dependent. We want to show that k = n. Since (1, w, . . . , wk-1, w"} are linearly dependent, there exists a polynomial p(u) = uk +x:1: aiu', ai E G, such that p(w) = 0 mod P(u). The following identity always holds:
where fn_j=gJp'+ak_'f2+' "+ak_j+', j=2,. . . ,
k.
Since P(w) = 0 mod P(U), from (36) we have 0=(w-gi)(Wk-1+&-2Wk-2+. . *+flw+tf,)+P(g,).
Since 
Since {l/ ( w -g,) , . . . , l/( w -g,)} can be generated from (1, w, . . . , wk-'} and are linearly independent, it follows that k = n and (1, w, . . . , wnel} are linearly independent. I 1 a) m. These fact will imply in this section and in [14] that the structure of the matrix @ will determine the minimal bilinear algorithms for computing the coefficients of x x y. By using the tools that we developed in Section 4 we will see that any minimal algorithm for computing the coefficients of x xy in G[u]/(Q(u)'), Z, j > 1, which is described by WA(x)y = (I 1 cu)m, has at least two invertible rows in w and, as we will prove in Lemma 5.5, this will imply that all the rows of w are invertible. From that we will obtain that all the multiplications in every minimal bilinear algorithm for computing the coefficients of xxy are determined by an arbitrary invertible
and by 2n -2 distinct scalars from the field G (Theorem 5.1). The multiplications of the algorithm then determine the algorithm itself. We will also prove that the other direction of Theorem 5.1 is true, i.e., for every choice of an arbitrary invertible vector w E G[ u]/( Q( u)') and of 2n -2 distinct scalars from G there exists a minimal bilinear algorithm for computing the coefficients of x x y whose multiplications are given by Theorem 5.1 (Theorem 5.1'). PnP2, 0, a,_,,, , . .
where w @ G, 6(w) = 0, w E G[ u]/( Q( u)') and the minimal degree polynomial (over G) satisfied by w (mod Q(u)') is of d g e ree n, 1 is the unit vector in G[ u]/(Q(u)') and the set
A = {p, , . . . ,
. , CY,-~,~-,} has 2n -2 distinct elements.
In order to prove the theorem we first prove some lemmas. 
Then from (41b), (42), (43) and (45) 
wherei&andt,,i=l,... ,2n -1 are the vectors describing the multiplications after applying Transformation 3 of Section 3. So apply (48a), (48b) and (49) By doing the same to (46b)-(47d) we obtain the final form of the multiplications:
U,,+,=t;l+,=K~~(1/(w-c1, _,,, )), I=0 ,..., n-l,
where CY,-1,0 = 0 and 1 is the unit vector in G[ u]/( Q( u)'). Since { ti n, . . . , iL_,} are linearly independent (Lemma 4.6), {l/(w -LY,-~,,J,. . . , l/(w -LY,-,,,~~)} are also linearly independent.
Therefore LY,~~,~, 1 = 0, . . . , n -1, are distinct and since cqP1,, # pi, I = 1, . . . , n -1, i = 1, . . . , n -2 (Lemma 4.16(ii)), it follows that all the scalars we choose from G are distinct.
In addition, from Lemma 4.19 we get that (1, w, . . . , wn-'} are linearly independent, hence the minimal degree polynomial P(u) such that P(w)=OmodQ(u)'must havedegp(u)=n. 0
Notice that the multiplications of the algorithm have been described by an invertible vector w and a unit vector 1 (1, w E G[ u]/( Q( u)')) and by 2n -2 distinct scalars from the field G. This kind of description for the algorithms will be the model for our further investigation in the case I> 1, j = 1. We now prove the converse of Theorem 5.1. The proof of Theorem 5.1 is constructive, i.e., the theorem states that by using a vector w E G[ u]/( Q( u)') and distinct scalars from the field G we can construct an algorithm.
For different choices of these vectors and scalars we might get an equivalent algorithm. We now give an interpretation to the formal description of the algorithm that appeared in Section 5 in order to relate it to the previous work, especially to Theorem 2.4. Theorem 2.4 shows that computation of the coefficients of R,(u)&,(u) (R,(u) =Ci=, xiui and S,(u)=C~=,yiui) using l+m+ 1 multiplications is done by either using the identity We now state the main result of this paper:
Theorem 6.1. Every bilinear algorithm A in 9 oCUI' for computing the coeficients of
..,n-1,in2n-1multiplica-tions is done byfirst computing the coeficients of (C:Ii x,ui)(C:~~ yiui) (using Theorem 2.4) and then reducing them modulo Q(u)'.
Before we prove the theorem we prove several lemmas. For the case w = u we prove that by using our regular basis (1, u, . . . , u"-'> we immediately get that =c(l,g ,..., gnP'), gEG.
Hence the multiplications of all the algorithms for computing the coefficients of (C:ii XiU')(C~~~ YiU') mod Q(U)' are given by (C,Tii X&)(C,Tii J.~cx{) which means that the algorithm computes the coefficients of (C:Ii xiui)(C:Ii v,ui) (Theorem 2.4) and then reduces modulo Q(U)'. Proof. The proof is based on the following identity which is valid in any algebra:
P(t)=(t-g)(t"-'+f,_*t"-2+...+f,t+fO)+P(g),
where .k2 = (a,-, , 1X1, gjT, fn-j = g'-'+ a,_,gj-*+ a,_2gi-3+. . . + un_j+, =(a,_j--l,. . . ,a,_,, a,_,, l)(l, . . .,g'-2,g'P')T j=2,. . ., n, and fO= (a,, a,, . . . , a,_, , l)(l, g, . . . , g"P')T. Hence we have If the minimal degree polynomial satisfied by w has the form
). Therefore, assume that we perform the computation by the algorithm we derived in Section 5, in an algebra 
AssumethatG[u]/(Q(u)')=G[v]/(q(v)') whereQ(u)'=u"+C:ii aiu
This proves (ii). From (i) we get (ST))' U;S'= Q&.
From (65) and (66) . ~+f'u+fo)+P(g) and since q(w)' = 0 mod Q(u)' we obtain for every g E G o= q(w)'= (w -g)(w"~'ff,~,w"-2+f,~,W"-3+.
. 
By substituting fni, j = 2,. . . , n, of (67) 
To compute the coefficients of (C:Ii [iD')(C:ii TiZ7') we must use Theorem 2.4 and by using identity (2) 
i=l j=O whereforalliandj,i=l,..., n-2,j=0 ,..., n-l,/3,,a,_,,jEGaredistinct. To compute the left side of (78) we use the Chinese Remainder Theorem. The 2n -2 multiplications are (79a) j =O, . . . , n -1.
The (2n -1)st multiplication we derive by using &_rT&, = (['DP'l)(nTW1) (79c) since in Dml the first column are 0 except for the last entry which is 1. Substitute (77b) into (7a)-(7c) and we get (79a)-(79c). This completes the proof of the case w # U. Therefore we have proved that every bilinear algorithm which computes the coefficients of (C:1: x~u')(C~~: y,u') mod Q(u)', deg Q(u) =j, Ij = n, I,j> 1 in 2n -1 multiplications is done first by computing the coefficients of (C:z(: x+')(C~~~ y,U') and then reducing them modulo Q(u)'. 0
Conclusions
In view of the result of Theorem 5.1 that all the minimal bilinear algorithms for computing the coefficients of R(u)S(u) mod Q(u)', where R(u) =I::; x,ui, S(u) = C:Li y,u', deg Q(u) =j, ,jl= n, ,j, I> 1 and Q(U) is irreducible (over G), we get that at least 2n -2 distinct scalars from the field G are needed and each multiplication has the form R(cu;)S(a;-)m j = 1,. . . ,2n -1, hence the algorithm requires large coefficients (as in the case I = 1). Therefore, using the identity R(u)S(u) = R(u)S(u) mod P(U) where deg P(u) = 2n -1 with distinct irreducible factors, but not necessarily only linear factors, does not reduce the large coefficients which the algorithm generates. In order to achieve better "practical" algorithms, nonminimal algorithms should be studied. In addition, classification of all the minimal (not necessarily bilinear) algorithms for computing the coefficients R( u)S( U) mod Q(u)' remains open.
